Four experiments were designed to evaluate the functional correspondence of effective performance with correct or incorrect instructions and correct or incorrect self-descriptions in a first-order matching-to-sample task. These studies included verbal or nonverbal matching responses and provided feedback or not after the participants described their matching performance. The results point to three possible discrimination learning processes in humans: (1) learning through instructions, with a possible insensitivity to consequences unless the correspondence between instructions and feedback breaks down; (2) learning through feedback, with an inability of participants to describe their own behavior; and (3) a genuine "rule-governed" behavior consisting of successful task performance and explicit verbal behavior describing the actual contingencies effective for such performance.
Matching to sample is the most frequently used task in the study of conditional discrimination learning in animal and human participants (Goldiamond, 1966) . In conditional discrimination, the particular properties of the events that qualify as discriminative stimuli (SOs) or as S-delta stimuli (S~s) usually vary according to certain relational criteria (transposition, matching). In the case of matching-to-sample procedures, the relevant properties of SOs and S~s may be related to a single sample stimulus (first-order matching to sample), or to a relation between two or more stimuli (second-order stimuli) that are added to the first-order task (second-order matching to sample).1 The relational criteria most widely used in matching to sample have been identity (when stimuli share all of their properties), similarity (when stimuli share only some of their properties), difference (when stimuli do not share any property), and oddity (when one of the stimuli is singular). When these criteria alternate during training , discriminative properties become highly variable from trial to trial, and, in the case of humans, the role of feedback, instructions, and other verbal factors become critical.
The role of instructions in the control and maintenance of human behavior has been widely documented (Bentall & Lowe, 1987; Hayes, Brownstein, Haas, & Greenway, 1986; Vaughan, 1989) . A number of studies in this research field have found that participants perform according to instructions instead of consequences for responding (Baron & Galizio, 1983; Baron, Kaufman, & Stauber, 1969; Buskist & Miller, 1986; Catania, Shimoff, & Matthews, 1989; Hayes, Brownstein, Zettle, Rosenfarb, & Korn, 1986; Joyce & Chase, 1990) . These studies have stressed the importance of studying how instructions interact with contingencies or reinforcement schedules, and how they relate to rule-governed behavior. This interaction has been studied in two ways; namely, including the requirement of concurrent verbal tasks, and exposure to changes in contingencies (Hayes, Zettle. & Rosenfarb, 1989) . In a recent study, Dixon and Hayes (1998) used both procedures (i.e., changing reinforcement probability in a repetitive task while providing the same instructions, and recording concurrent participant's "thinking-aloud") to study the effects of different instructional histories on the resurgence of rule-following behavior. Those researchers found that when specific response instructions were given, participants reached 100% accuracy faster than when minimal or general instructions were provided. Data also suggested a positive correlation between correct performance and accurate verbal reports about reinforcement contingencies. The analysis of performance during a final extinction phase revealed that participants returned to patterns reinforced either in the first or second phase depending on the type of instructions given (specific or general).
In conditional discrimination tasks, such as matching to sample, performance criteria change from trial to trial. In the case of matching to sample, instructions seem to work as prompts that reduce the likelihood of all responses other than the one being instructed (Goldiamond, 1966) , thus increasing the accuracy of the matching response to specific stimulus relations. Specific instructions seem to reduce the variation of erroneous repetition of matching responses (Levin & Hamermesh, 1967; Levin & Maurer, 1969) , but do not necessarily influence the leaming of the matching criteria. For example, Ribes and Martinez (1990) and Martinez and Ribes (1996) found that participants presented with incorrect instructions could learn a matching-to-sample task under delayed and intermittent feedback. But, when participants were exposed to a correct-incorrect instruction sequence, although they performed accurately during correct instructions, performance was inaccurate under incorrect instructions. The highest amount of incorrect responding was observed when participants received immediate, continuous feedback. These results point to three interacting factors: (a) the participants' instructional history; (b) the correspondence between instructions and consequences and, therefore, the reinforcement of instruction-following; and (c) possibly the emergence, with delayed or intermittent feedback, of verbalizations discriminating the current task contingencies (Ribes, 2000) . Data suggested that the changing properties of discriminative stimuli in matching to sample might promote responses based on variable relational criteria instead of absolute stimulus properties. Therefore, matching responses could be acquired in two ways (Baron & Galizio, 1983) ; first, as a response to a stimulus with specific physical properties; second, as a relational response to variable stimulus properties, as in "similarity" (Cumming & Berryman, 1965; Goldiamond, 1966) . Control exerted by instructions depends on further consequences being provided in agreement with the instructed response. In the absence of agreement between instructions and consequences, performance will tend to adjust to actual consequences. This adjustment of instructed behavior to current contingencies would be affected by a participant's instructional history, such as the sequence of correct and/or incorrect instructions previously encountered. Buchwald (1969) showed that the effect of information feedback on verbal-association learning depended not only on the feedback and its delay, but also on the fact that the participants could recall the response and/or its outcome. If participants describe their own performance, the description could facilitate acquisition and transfer of matching to sample. This effect has been documented when descriptions are explicitly read and when they are followed by delayed overall feedback at the end of test sessions (Moreno, Ribes, & Martinez, 1994; Ribes, Moreno, & Martinez, 1995) . If descriptions become explicit verbal responses, they may enhance the discriminative properties of sample and comparison stimuli. In this respect, discriminated verbal responses may be more accurate and effective than discriminated nonverbal responses, and they might function relatively independent of other verbal variables such as instructions or prompts.
Four experiments were designed to evaluate the functional correspondence between effective performance, correct or incorrect instructions, and correct or incorrect explicit self-descriptions in a first-order matching-to-sample task. Thesestudies included verbal or nonverbal matching responses and provided feedback or not after the participants described their matching performance. If instructions (or prompts) and self-descriptions are independent verbal factors, they should exhibit different kinds or degrees of correspondence with responding, and they should affect discriminative performance in different ways.
Experiment 1
Self-descriptions of matching behavior may play a crucial role in the development and generalization of effective behavior in conditional discrimination and matching to sample. Previous studies have used selfreports to obtain an additional measure of equivalence performance through the correspondence of self-reports and equivalence tests (Lane & Critchfield, 1996; Wulfert, Dougher, & Greenway, 1991 ; Wulfert, Greenway, & Dougher, 1994) . However, few studies have explicitly manipulated self-reports as self-. descriptions of successful or unsuccessful matching performance (Critchfield, , RIBES AND RODRIGUEZ 1993 , 1994 , 1996 Critchfield & Perone, 1990) . In these studies, experimental participants used the words 'yes' or 'no' to identify whether correct or incorrect matching responses had occurred before feedback. Different experimental conditions assigned pOints for matching response accuracy, self-report accuracy, or response speed in order to evaluate their effect on self-reporting. Conclusions were that when participants have to report external stimuli, they ''tend to exhibit signal-probability effects, that is, they overreport frequently occurring stimuli and underreport infrequently occurring ones" (Critchfield, 1996, p. 334) .
The present experiment was designed to evaluate the functional correspondence between nonverbal matching performance, the correctness of instructions, and the correctness of self-descriptions in a first-order matching-to-sample task (Deacon & Konarski, 1987; Israel & Brown, 1977; Karlan & Rusch , 1982; Paniagua & Baer, 1982) . The study was planned to evaluate whether instructions and self-descriptions develop different functional relations with matching performance when they correspond, or fail to correspond to actual contingencies.
Method Participants
Fifteen 18-to 22-year-old university students, 11 male and 4 female, volunteered to participate in this study. All of them were experimentally naive.
Apparatus and Experimental Setting
Individual sessions were conducted daily in six 2-x 2-m, relatively soundproof rooms, each including a chair and, on a table, a PC-386 computer with color monitor, keyboard, and mouse. Stimuli and texts were presented on the monitor screen while participants responded with the computer mouse. A program designed in Toolbook 1.53 controlled stimuli and registered the participants' responses.
Design
Because the sequential effects of correct and incorrect instructions were to be evaluated, we had to use different groups of participants. They were randomly assigned to three groups of 5 participants each, two experimental groups and one control group (see Table 1 ). All participants were exposed to a pretest, two training phases, and a posttest. Participants in the experimental groups were exposed to one training phase with correct instructions and to one training phase with incorrect instructions. Groups 1 and 2 differed only in the sequence of training phases. During training, participants in the experimental groups also had to choose among correct and incorrect self-descriptions of their own performance. Participants in the control group, in contrast, were exposed neither to specific instructions nor to performance self-descriptions . Procedure Experimental task. A first-order, discrete-trial, matching-to-sample task was used. Figure 1 depicts the basic stimulus arrangement displayed on the screen. Stimuli were of constant size and varied only in shape or color. Table  2 describes the shapes and colors used in the experiment. On each training or test trial, four stimuli were presented simultaneously on the screen (Figure 1 ). Centered above a lower row of three comparison stimuli was the sample stimulus, which had to be matched by selecting with the mouse one of the three stimuli in the bottom row. On each trial one of the comparison stimuli matched the sample in both color and shape, thus exemplifying the relation of identity. A second comparison stimulus matched the sample in only one dimension (either color or shape) thus exemplifying the relation of similarity. The last comparison stimulus differed from the sample in both color and shape, exemplifying the relation of difference. In this study, correct choices always corresponded to a criterion of similarity or difference. Correct choices were equally distributed across the left, center, and right spatial locations.
On each trial, the stimulus array remained on the screen until the participant chose one of the comparison stimuli. During pretests and posttests (see below) , a participant's choices did not produce feedback. During training (see below), a correct choice was followed by the word EJ G EJ EJ EJ 88 Figure 1 . Typical stimulus arrangement for a first-order matching-to-sample task involving similarity matching by shape or by color.
'correct,' and an incorrect choice was followed by the word 'incorrect. ' Intertrial intervals were always 3 seconds long.
Daily sessions, whether of training or testing, always consisted of two blocks of 18 trials, 18 for similarity matching and 18 for difference matching. The order of presentation of these two blocks was determined randomly at the start of each session. In the absence of correct or incorrect instructions (that is, in the experimental groups during the pretests, posttests, and transfer tests, and in the control group during the whole experiment), a message appeared on the screen, at the start of the second 18-trial block, informing the participant that the matching criterion would change. When correct or incorrect instructions were in use (that is, in the experimental groups during training) , this warning message was replaced by a correct or incorrect instruction (see below) .
Nonspecific instructions. The following instructions appeared on the screen before each session of pretests, posttests, and transfer tests in the experimental groups and before each session in the control group: Four figures will be presented on the screen, one at the center and three at the bottom. You must choose, among the figures at the bottom, the one that you believe goes with the figure at the center of the screen. To do so, you have to move this mouse [On the first session the experimenter then pointed at the mouse]. If you choose the figure on the right you must move the mouse into the figure on the right. If you choose the figure at the center you must move the mouse into the figure at the center. And if you choose the figure on the left you must move the mouse into the figure on the left.
Familiarization trial. For all groups, the experiment began with a trial of familiarization with the mouse. When the participant entered the experimental room , the nonspecific instructions (see above) were visible on the screen. The experimenter then pressed a key to present a stimulus array on the screen and asked the participant to choose each of the comparison stimuli in succession. An arrow appeared below each stimulus once selected . The familiarization trial ended when the participant had selected each of the three comparison stimuli.
Pretest session. A pretest session immediately followed. This session consisted of 36 trials selected from those that were later used in the two training phases (18 trials being selected from one training phase, 18 trials being selected from the other). At the start of the session, participants received the nonspecific instructions described above and were also told that no information would be provided about the correctness of their choices. The pretest session proceeded without feedback.
Training: Experimental groups. After the pretest session, participants in the experimental groups received two training phases with specific instructions. Participants in Group 1 were exposed to seven training sessions with correct instructions, followed by seven training sessions with incorrect instructions, whereas the reverse was the case for Group 2.
During training with correct instructions, each 18-trial block of similarity matching started with the (correct) instruction to choose the comparison similar to the sample, and each 18-trial block of difference matching started with the (correct) instruction to choose the comparison stimulus that differed the most from the sample. During training with incorrect instructions, each 18-trial block of similarity matching started with the (incorrect) instruction to choose the comparison stimulus that differed the most from the sample, and each 18-trial block of difference matching started with the (incorrect) instruction to choose the comparison stimulus that was similar to the sample.
For the experimental groups, each training trial ended with one of two equiprobable types of screen , each displaying seven options (six main options and one default option) for describing the participant's choice on the trial. In one type of screen, the six main options described the choice of a comparison based on the similarity relation, and the default option read as "None of these descriptions applies" (see Figure 2 ). In the other type of screen, the six main options described the choice of a comparison based on the relation of difference, and the default option read as "None of these description applies." Even when the matching criterion mentioned in the six main options of a screen (e.g., similarity) corresponded to the correct criterion, two of the main options specified a comparison that did not correspond to this criterion, or they mentioned a sample that did not appear during the trial. This strategy was employed to promote careful reading of all of the options.
Above there was a blue square and I chose the figure on the right because it was different. Above there was a blue square and I chose the figure in the middle because it was different. Above there was a blue square and I chose the figure on the left because it was different. Above there was a blue square and I chose a blue square because it was different.
Above there was a blue square and I chose a gray square because it was different.
Above there was a blue square and I chose a red circle because it was different.
None of these descriptions applies.
Above there was a blue square and I chose the figure on the right because it was similar. Above there was a blue square and I chose the figure in the middle because it was similar. Above there was a blue square and I chose the figure on the left because it was similar. Above there was a blue square and I chose a blue square because it was similar.
Above there was a blue square and I chose a gray square because it was similar.
Above there was a blue square and I chose a red circle because it was similar.
None of these descriptions applies. The specific instructions presented to experimental participants at the start of an 18-trial block were as follows-:
Four figures will appear on the screen, one at the center and three at the bottom. You must choose the figure at the bottom that is similar to [most different from] the one at the center. After each trial you will be told whether your choice was correct or not. Immediately after this, a series of text options will appear on the screen; you'll have to choose the option corresponding to what you'll have just done. Move the cursor into the option of your choice and press the left button of the mouse. If none of the options describes what you did, move the cursor in the frame 'None of these descriptions applies' and press the left button of the mouse.
Training: Control group. Participants in the control group received neither specific instructions nor had to choose among text descriptions of their performance in each of 14 training sessions (corresponding to two phases of seven training sessions, as in the experimental groups). Instead, participants were informed, after every trial , of the correctness or incorrectness of their choice (see Experimental Task).
Posttest. For all participants, the last session of the experiment was a posttest identical to the pretest (see above).
Data scoring. For data analysis, stimulus choices in each 18-trial block were considered as correct or incorrect on the basis of the matching criterion in use during that block, regardless of whether or not the trials included feedback. In a block of similarity matching, choosing the comparison similar to the sample was considered as correct and any other choice was considered as incorrect. In a block of difference matching, choosing the comparison that differed the most from the sample was considered as correct and any other choice was considered as incorrect.
Similarly, in the experimental groups a performance description on a given trial was considered as correct if it directly (choosing from the main options) or indirectly (choosing the default option) exemplified the matching criterion in effect and did not refer to a nonexistent sample or a comparison stimulus unrelated to the criterion being mentioned. On a trial of similarity matching, therefore, a correct performance description could consist of either choosing one of the six main options of the description screen if these mentioned the similarity criterion (with proper sample and comparison stimuli) or choosing the default option ("None of these descriptions applies") if the main options on the screen mentioned the criterion of difference. Conversely, on a trial of difference matching , a correct performance description could consist of either choosing a main option mentioning the criterion of difference (with the proper sample and comparison stimuli) or choosing the default option when the main options mentioned the criterion of similarity.
Analyses of the correspondence between instructions-performance, performance-descriptions, and instructions-descriptions were made on the basis of similarity or difference criteria specified by instructions, required by feedback and mentioned in the texts provided for self-descriptions.
Results and Discussion Figure 3 shows the percentage of correct matching responses for every participant in the pretest, posttest, and training phases, and the percentage of correct self-descriptions during training in the experimental groups. The figure also shows the individual percentages of correspondence between instructions, matching performance, and selfdescriptions in the experimental groups.
In the pretest (Figure 3 , upper right panel) no participant showed more than 50% of correct responses. In the posttest (Figure 3 , upper right panel) most participants reached 100% of correct responses, with the exception of Participants 1 and 3 (Experimental Group 1) and Participant 13 (control group).
In the first training phase (with correct instructions), the 5 participants in Experimental Group 1 responded close to 100% correct (Figure 3 , bottom left panel). The percentage of correct self-descriptions generally equaled that of correct matching performance. In the second training phase (with incorrect instructions), all participants in Group 1 reached an accuracy of 80% or higher both on the matching task and on selection of
2 ~Co n t ' cG"~"P self-descriptions (Figure 3 , bottom left panel) with the exception of Participant 2 who did follow the incorrect instructions for the first five sessions. However, he achieved 100% correct on both measures during the last two sessions. Participants in Experimental Group 2 (Figure 3 , bottom left panel) were first exposed to incorrect instructions. In the first training phase, matching accuracy was above 80% for all participants, but the percentage of correct self-descriptions tended to decrease with experience in Participants 6, 7, and 10, reaching a zero level in the last sessions. In the second training phase (with correct instructions), accuracy for all participants was above 80% for both matching and selfdescriptions.
Participants in the Control Group (Figure 3 , upper left panel) were exposed neither to specific instructions nor to self-descriptions. All control participants rapidly approached 100% correct matching responses in the first training phase and maintained this level of performance in the second training phase. Figure 3 (bottom right panel) also shows the percentages of three types of correspondence for the experimental groups between experimentally provided instructions and matching performance, between experimentally provided instructions and self-descriptions, and between matching performance and self-descriptions. In their first training phase (with correct instructions), all participants in Group 1 showed at least 70% correspondence of all three types. In the second training phase, involving incorrect instructions, correspondence between instruction and performance decreased to zero. This decrease of correspondencE;l was evident from the beginning for all participants except for Participant 2. All participants achieved terminal percentages of correspondence between performance and self-descriptions of above 80% under incorrect instructions.
In Group 2 (Figure 3 , bottom right panel), under incorrect instructions, correspondence between instructions and performance was close to zero. Participants 6, 7, and 10 showed a 100% percentage correspondence between instructions and self-descriptions during the last session. Participants 8 and 9 showed decreasing percentages ending with 60 and 30% of correspondence respectively. The correspondence between performance and self-descriptions was irregular. With correct instructions all types of correspondence percentages ranged from 75 to 100%.
The results of this study suggest that performance and selfdescriptions of performance are not affected in the same way by instructions. The order of presentation of correct and incorrect instructions also seems to be an important factor. Participants in Group 1, which were initially exposed to the correct instructions, showed high levels of correct matching responses and selfdescriptions during both training phases. Only one participant (82) showed no correct responses or self-descriptions during the first five sessions of the second training phase (under incorrect instructions) but regained high percentages of correct performance and description in the last two sessions. In contrast, participants in Group 2, initially exposed to incorrect instructions, showed correct performance and incorrect selfdescriptions in the first training phase, and correct performance and selfdescriptions in the second training phase when correct instructions were presented . This sequential effect in the presentation 'of correct and incorrect instructions suggests that when instructions initially corresponded to performance outcomes, self-descriptions tended to follow performance, even later training. On balance, when instructions did not initially correspond to performance outcomes, self-descriptions sometimes followed instructions instead of performance.
The importance of the sequential order of correct and incorrect instructions was observed more clearly in the degree of correspondence between instructions, performance, and self-descriptions. Participants first exposed to correct instructions showed high correspondence between them, their responses in the matching task, and the self-descriptions they chose. When they were exposed to incorrect instructions, however, these participants tended to match in disagreement with the instructions, and their self-descriptions did not correspond to the instructions. Rather, their selfdescriptions corresponded to the actual matching behavior. However, participants who were first exposed to incorrect instructions did not adjust their matching behavior to the instructions, and the correspondence between self-descriptions and actual performance, and between selfdescriptions and instructions, were erratic and variable. These effects contradict the suggestion that instructed behavior is insensitive to its consequences (Catania, 1985) or that self-descriptions tend to be controlled by signaling functions of matching responses (Critchfield, 1996) .
Instructions, both correct and incorrect, seemed to restrict the type of matching responses emitted during training. In an analysis of raw data not shown in Figure 3 , we found that participants in the control group made more errors by selecting the identity comparison stimulus (101 errors per group during both training phases) than participants in any of the experimental groups (17 errors for Group 1 and 33 for Group 2 during both training phases). Moreover, participants from the three groups selected the identity comparison stimulus in 50 to 100% of trials during pretest. Almost none of them matched with the identity stimulus during posttest. Therefore, unlike Dixon and Hayes (1998), we did not find resurgence in any group.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, instructions had different effects on performance and on self-descriptions. Because self-descriptions consisted of verbal responses , they might have been more susceptible to disruption by incorrect instructions than matching performance consisting of a nonverbal response. This experiment was designed to evaluate whether or not the use of a verbal response as the matching response under correct and incorrect instructions might affect the choice of correct or incorrect self-descriptions in a matching-to-sample procedure.
On each trial , participants were asked to fill in the blanks of an incomplete paragraph consisting of short statements describing the comparison stimulus they thought of as an appropriate match for the sample stimulus. This procedure provided an explicit response in matching to sample that could be compared to the subsequent verbal description of the matching performance.
Method Participants
Fifteen 19-to 30-year-old college students, 4 male and 11 female , volunteered to participate in this study. All were experimentally naive.
Apparatus and Experimental Setting
The apparatus and setting were the same as in Experiment 1.
Design
The design was the same as in Experiment 1, but with a verbal (instead of nonverbal) matching response .
Procedure
Experimental task. The same stimulus arrangements and task criteria from Experiment 1 were used. In this experiment, however, the matching response consisted of an incomplete sentence to be filled in with 2 of 14 textual options listed in the lower section of the screen (see Figure 4) , below the matching-to-sample array. The selected options completed the two blanks of an incomplete sentence as follows: "Because there is _ _ _ _ at the top of the screen , I choose ." The 14 options described matching by relation (for example, a figure different from the figure at the top), matching by feature classification (for example, the figure that has the same shape and color as the figure at the top), or matching according to the particular features of the chosen stimulus (for example, the blue circle).
Familiarization trial. The familiarization trial was the same as in Experiment 1. Pretest session. The pretest session was the same as in Experiment 1. Training: Experimental groups. Training proceeded as in Experiment 1, but because matching had to be done through a verbal response , the specific (correct or incorrect) instructions presented to the experimental participants were adjusted accordingly. At the start of an 18-trial block, the change in instructions was as follows:
To respond you must complete the sentence shown at the bottom of the screen with one of the texts presented in the middle section. A text can be chosen by clicking the mouse at any place within its surrounding frame . Rgure 4. Type of screen used when the matching response consisted of filling an incomplete receive specific instructions and did not have to choose among written descriptions of their performance. After every trial, participants were informed of the correctness or incorrectness of their choice. Each of the 14 training sessions (consisting of 2 phases of 7 training sessions each , as in the experimental groups) was preceded by the nonspecific instructions described above. As in the experimental groups, participants matched the sample stimulus by completing a sentence with text options (verbal matching response) .
Posttest. The pretest session was the same as in Experiment 1. Figure 5 shows the percentage of correct matching responses for every participant during the pretest, posttest, and training phases, and the percentage of correct self-descriptions during training. This figure also shows the individual percentages of correspondence between instructions, matching performance, and self-descriptions.
Results and Discussion
During the pretest ( Figure 5 , upper right panel) , all participants showed less than 30% of correct responses, most of the performances being close to zero. During the posttest, all participants in both experimental groups obtained 100% of correct responses . In the control group, only Participants 41 and 44 reached 100% of correct responses. All participants in Group 1 reached 100% correct matching responses ( Figure 5 , left bottom panel) in both training phases, with correct and incorrect instructions. Self-descriptions were correct under correct instructions but not under incorrect instructions. In Participants 31 and 32, the percentages of correct self-descriptions overlapped with that of matching responses; in Participants 33 and 34, they dropped to zero; and in Participant 35, starting from zero, they reached a level of 50%. During the first training phase (with incorrect instructions) , all participants in Group 2 reached 100% correct matching responses. However, the percentage of correct self-descriptions was lower than that of matching responses, with a range of 0 to 80% across participants. In the second training phase, under correct instructions, all participants matched with 90 to 100% accuracy. Correct self-descriptions overlapped correct matching performance, with the exception of Participant 40. All participants in Group 3 (control group) showed 90 to 100% of correct matching responses in both training phases.
During the first training phase (under correct instructions) all participants of Experimental Group 1 eventually showed high scores in the three types of correspondence ( Figure 5, right bottom panel) . During the second training phase (with incorrect instructions) the only systematic effect was that the instructions-performance correspondence decreased to 0 to 20%. The performance-description and instructions-description correspondences were variable across participants. Similar patterns were found for participants of Experimental Group 2 during training with incorrect instructions. During the second training phase (with correct instructions), all participants of Group 2, except Participant 40, showed 100% in the three types of correspondence.
In this experiment the choice of verbal self-descriptions seemed to facilitate performance in the posttest. The terminal matching performance of the three groups of participants was similar during training; although, the participants in Group 2, who were initially presented with incorrect instructions, showed more errors during the initial sessions. Participants in Group 1, who were initially presented with correct instructions, did not show · any impairment during the second training phase in which incorrect instructions were presented. A possible explanation of this effect is that the use of verbal matching response facilitated the discrimination of the correct matching contingency, irrespective of the instructions, as reported by Ribes, Moreno, and Martinez (1998) . To fully evaluate this hypothesis, it would be necessary to run a study in which a control group without self-descriptions is presented with correct and incorrect instructions. However, in two studies by Ribes and Martinez (1990) and Martinez and Ribes (1996) using firstorder matching-to-sample, and nonverbal responses, participants who began with correct instructions tended to impair their performance when they were switched to incorrect instructions.
In the present study, performance during training showed that the choice of self-descriptions and matching responses was at least partially controlled by different variables. When correct instructions were presented both behaviors overlapped, because instructions and consequences were in correspondence. But when this correspondence was lost through the presentation of incorrect instructions, self-descriptions tended to be controlled in some cases by instructions rather than by consequences. When incorrect instructions were initially presented, this effect could have carried over to conditions involving correct instructions, as in Participant 40. The presence or absence of correspondence between instructed performance, actual performance, and described performance suggests some differential functional control of these variables. Instructed performance and actual performance showed positive and negative correlation with correct and incorrect instructions respectively. In contrast, the levels of correspondence between actual performance and described performance, and between instructed performance and described performance, varied largely among participants. It is important to note that participants showed consistent levels of correspondence, either intermediate or strongly positive/strongly negative, between these two pairs of variables. That is, when a participant showed a positive correlation between actual performance and described performance, then he/she showed a negative correlation between instructions and actual performance.
Experiment 3
This experiment was designed to evaluate whether or not information about the correctness of self-descriptions would affect the correspondence of self-descriptions with actual performance, when a nonverbal matching response is used. It was expected that feedback on self-descriptions would increase correspondence between actual performance and correct self-descriptions, independent of instructions.
Method Participants
Fifteen 18-to 24-year old university students, 5 male and 10 female , volunteered to participate in this study. All were experimentally naive.
Apparatus and Experimental Setting
Design
The design of this experiment was similar to that of Experiment 1, with the exception that the choice of a performance description was followed by a text that informed whether the description was correct or incorrect.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, with one exception. Following a response, participants in the experimental groups were immediately informed on the computer screen whether the chosen description was correct or incorrect. Instructions were modified accordingly. Figure 6 shows the percentage of correct matching responses for every participant during the pretest, posttest, and training phases. The figure also shows the percentage of correct self-descriptions during training and the individual percentages of correspondence between instructions, matching performance, and self-descriptions.
Results and Discussion
Only three participants (S16, S22, and S24) showed about 50% of correct responses during the pretest (Figure 6, left bottom panel) . During the posttest all participants showed a 100% correct performance.
During the first training phase (with correct instructions) all participants in Experimental Group 1 reached 80 to 100% correct matching responses and self-descriptions (Figure 6, left bottom panel) . Accuracy at the end of the second training phase (with incorrect instructions) was above 90% for both matching responses and selfdescriptions. Similar results were obtained for participants in Experimental Group 2, with the exception of Participant 25 whose selfdescriptions tended to be less accurate than matching performance. Participants in Group 3 (control group) showed an exceptional performance. Their percentages of correct matching responses ranged from 90 to 100% during the first training phase and remained close to 100% during the second training phase. In the first training phase (with correct instructions) all participants in Experimental Group 1 showed 80 to 100% in the three types of correspondence from the second session on (Figure 6 , right bottom panel). In the second training phase, under incorrect instructions, these participants showed 0 to 20% instructions-performance and instructions-description correspondence, and with 80 to 100% performance-description correspondence. Similar patterns of correspondence were found for participants in Experimental Group 2 during both training phases.
The results of this experiment show a double effect of providing feedback after the choice of a performance description. First, selfdescriptions and matching responses covaried irrespective of the instructions in both experimental groups. Second, all participants showed a high level of correspondence between instructed, actual , and described performance under correct instructions, whereas they showed high correspondence between actual and described performance and low correspondence between instructions and self-descriptions under incorrect instructions.
Experiment 4
This experiment was designed to evaluate if information about the correctness of self-descriptions would affect their correspondence with actual performance, when a verbal matching response is used. We expected the feedback for self-descriptions and the verbal matching response used in training to interfere with each other, yielding effects in their correspondence similar to those observed in Experiment 2.
Method Participants
Ten 20-to 33-year-old university students, 6 male and 4 female, volunteered to participate in this study. All were experimentally naive.
Apparatus and Experimental Setting
The apparatus and setting were the same as in Experiment 1 .
Design
The design in this experiment was similar to that used in Experiment 3, running only two experimental groups of 5 participants each, because the control group of Experiment 2 was also used as a control group in this experiment. Participants used a verbal matching response during training . On each trial , a brief text informed participants whether or not the description they chose of their own matching performance was correct.
Procedure
The procedure was similar to that used in Experiment 2 regarding the verbal matching response employed during training, and it was similar to the one used in Experiment 3 regarding participants' receiving immediate feedback about the correctness of their self-descriptions. Instructions were modified accordingly. Figure 7 shows the percentage of correct matching responses for every participant during the pretest, posttest, and training phases. It also shows the percentage of correct self-descriptions during training, and the individual percentages of correspondence between instructions, matching performance, and self-descriptions.
Results and Discussion
Only 4 participants (46, 47, 50, and 55) showed 50% or more of correct responses during the pretest (Figure 7, right upper panel) . During the posttest, only 8 participants approached or achieved 100% correct responding (41 , 44,47,49,50, 53, 54, and 55) .
During both training phases, the percentages of correct matching responses and correct self-descriptions tended to overlap (Figure 7 , left bottom panel) ; reaching 80 to 100% for all participants in Group 1. Similarly, performance accuracy and self-description accuracy overlapped for all participants in Group 2. However, during the phase with incorrect instructions 4 participants gradually achieved 90 to 100% correct responses, whereas Participant 55 decreased from 70% to 0%. In the second phase, with correct instructions, accuracy on both measures was above 80% tor all participants. During training with correct instructions, all participants of Experimental Groups 1 and 2 reached 80 to 100% in the three types of correspondence (Figure 7 , right bottom panel) . In contrast, under incorrect instructions, instruction-performance and instruction-description correspondences decreased to 10 to 0% while performance-description correspondence tended to be above 80%. There was an exception . Participant 55 in Group 2, when trained with incorrect instructions in the first phase, ended up showing 100% in all three types of correspondence.
The results of this experiment show interesting differences with respect to those obtained in Experiments 2 and 3. In Experiment 3, self-descriptions and actual performance consistently matched; instructions matched actual performance and self-descriptions only when instructions were correct. Performance during training was generally correct in both groups of participants under correct and incorrect instructions. In Experiment 2, the matching performance of most participants beginning training with incorrect instructions never reached 100% of correct responses, and self-descriptions were mostly erratic. When instructions were correct, a strong positive correspondence between instructions, actual performance, and selfdescriptions was obtained; when instructions were incorrect, correspondences were variable. In this experiment, performance during training was slightly better than in Experiment 2. Because Experiments 2 and 4 employed a verbal matching response (completing a text), the differences in correspondence observed under incorrect instructions probably depended on the feedback delivered after self-descriptions in Experiment 4.
General Discussion
These four experiments support the following conclusions: 1. The participants were sensitive to the consequences of their matching responses (verbal or not) and adjusted their performance during training to the criterion actually used in applying the consequences, irrespective of its correspondence with the instructions. Nevertheless, participants first exposed to correct instructions adjusted faster to actual consequences under incorrect instructions than participants initially exposed to incorrect instructions (Martinez & Ribes, 1996; Ribes & Martinez, 1990 ).
2. More incorrect self-descriptions were chosen after incorrect than after correct instructions, especially when self-descriptions were not followed by feedback. When self-descriptions were followed by feedback, incorrect selfdescriptions corresponded to incorrect matching performance; when selfdescriptions were not followed by feedback, incorrect self-descriptions occurred in spite of correct matching performance. However, the relation between correct matching and correct self-descriptions depended on the correctness of the instructions presented in the first training phase, with more incorrect self-descriptions when incorrect instructions were first presented.
3. The use of verbal matching responses did not improve the precision of self-descriptions. More incorrect self-descriptions were observed when verbal matching responses were used, compared to equivalent conditions with nonverbal matching responses. Several studies comparing verbal and nonverbal matching responses (Moreno et aI., 1994; Ribes et aI., 1998; Ribes, Torres, Barrera, & Cabrera, 1994) have shown a similar effect with first-order matching-to-sample (as contrasted with second-order procedures using "instructional" stimuli).
4. Correspondence between matching performance, self-descriptions, and instructions varied as a function of using verbal matching responses and of giving information about the correctness of self-descriptions. Under correct instructions, correspondence between instructions, performance, and selfdescriptions tended to be very high (excepting S40 in Experiment 2, who was first exposed to incorrect instructions). Under incorrect instructions, the observed effects depended on the previous exposure to incorrect or correct instructions. Participants previously exposed to correct instructions showed no correspondence between instructions and performance, an effect also found between instructions and self-descriptions, except in Experiment 2 (verbal-matching response without feedback) in which the correspondence was variable across participants. In contrast, performance and selfdescriptions corresponded almost perfectly, again except for Experiment 2, where considerable variability across participants was observed. In Experiments 3 and 4 (nonverbal and verbal matching responses with feedback respectively) , all participants approached 100% of correspondence between performance and self-descriptions, and tended towards negative correspondences between instructions and performance, and between instructions and self-descriptions. Participants previously exposed to incorrect instructions showed no correspondence between instructions and performance, and the correspondence between instructions and selfdescriptions, and between performance and self-descriptions varied across participants. When feedback was provided for self-descriptions, participants showed high correspondence between performance and self-descriptions, and low correspondence between instructions and performance and between instructions and self-descriptions, except for Participant 55 a possible case of "insensitivity to consequences."
The different effects of feedback on matching responses and selfdescriptions suggest that both kinds of behavior are relatively independent. That is to say, matching responses may satisfy the performance criterion of the task and, nevertheless, their self-descriptions may be incorrect. Also, instructions constitute an additional factor that should be taken into account. Instructions seem to facilitate correct matching behavior when they coincide with the task's performance criterion. However, when instructions do not coincide with this criterion , as in the case of incorrect instructions, they disrupt the functional correspondence between successful matching behavior and the correct description of that behavior.
These findings point to at least the different kinds of complex discrimination learning in humans. One kind would be under the direct control of instructions and would be insensitive to actual consequences and performance criteria, unless the correspondence between instructions and feedback for performance breaks down. Another kind would be directly controlled by the performance criterion (and feedback) but it would be nonverbal, in the sense that partiCipants are unable to describe their behavior and its effective contingencies in spite of their successful performance. And a third kind of discrimination learning would be related to genuine "rulegoverned" behavior (Goldiamond, 1966; Ryle, 1949) and would consist of successful task performance and explicit verbal behavior describing the contingencies that are effective for such performance. The present findings point to possible different functional relations between instructions, performance feedback, and self-descriptions of performance. Instructions, under the absence of explicit discriminative stimuli (as in first-order matchingto-sample), controlled performance when responding feedback "confirmed" the correctness of the response being prompted. Otherwise, performance varied in correlation with feedback, which provided the cues to discriminate the matching relation between the sample stimulus and a given comparison stimulus. The use of verbal responses in the matching task seemed to negatively affect the accuracy of performance self-descriptions under incorrect instructions. A similar but weaker effect occurred when nonverbal matching responses were used. Nevertheless, self-descriptions increased in accuracy when they were followed by explicit feedback. When selfdescriptions were not followed by feedback, self-descriptions were controlled by performance feedback and correct instructions. Incorrect instructions interfered with the accuracy of self-descriptions.
These relations seem to question some assumptions regarding rulegoverned behavior. According to Catania et al. (1989) , rule-governed behavior consists of contingency-shaped verbal behavior that controls nonverbal behavior through an efficient exposure to the contingencies being prescribed by the ruler. The correspondence between instructions (so-called rules) , performance (adjustment to rules), and self-descriptions (discrimination of rules) was nonlinear in our studies. Correct selfdescriptions of performance did not emerge naturally from correct performance. Their establishment required explicit feedback regarding their accuracy. Nevertheless, correct performance developed in the absence of corresponding correct self-descriptions. Self-descriptions, sometimes, seemed to duplicate instructions, in opposition to actual correct performance. Performance showed to be sensitive to actual contingencies even when instructions were incorrect and self-descriptions inaccurate. Incorrect instructions were more effective in controlling (incorrect) selfdescriptions than performance. These results show that instructions did not work as rules for performance, and that self-descriptions, as verbal behavior that discriminates among acting contingencies, emerged only as performance under explicit feedback additional to matching performance. This effect confirms that effective description of contingencies involves at least two stages, namely, correct task performance and explicit contingencies for describing that performance. The interest in rule-governed behavior thus should focus on the description of effective performance and its contingencies, rather than on the instructions.
